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Meet Bingus

Bingus is a hairless sphynx cat that took the 
internet by storm with his adorable cuteness. He 
captured the imagination of many and quickly 
became a meme. 

Bingus, the cryptocurrency project, was 
launched as an animal charity/meme token on 
the Binance Smart Chain (BSC). Bingus provides a 
cryptocurrency investment that benefits animals 
with each transaction.

Now, the term Bingus has taken on multiple meanings. It is still, of course, the pictured cat, 
but it is also any cat — all cats are just hairy Binguses after all. We also use Bingus to mean 
the token itself and, of course, a collective for the wider project. Bingus is an idea, that 
animal lovers around the world can hold a meaningful investment that benefits animal 
charities and shelters who will accept cryptocurrency into their lives. 

Since March 2021, Bingus — the project — has evolved with the help of a friendly and dynamic 
community. Bingus truly has a global network, with followers from all corners of the world. 
We are all united by two things: our love of animals, and our love of crypto.

Bingus is our mascot. Bingus stands for animal welfare. 

We are Bingus.  #BingusSaves
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Meet Floppa
At the time Bingus became a meme, there was another cat on the block. A big cat indeed..
Meet Big Floppa, a fearsome caracal.  

Legend has it that Floppa and Bingus were once the best of friends since the dawn of 
time. No one knows when the war started, but start it did and Big Floppa became Bingus’ 
mortal enemy.

”To become a big cat, you have to eat a lot!” such was the caption that launched Floppa’s 
career.  Floppa’s favourite food is paperhands; when Floppa gets hungry he doubles the 
transaction fees FOR SELLS. 
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A brief history of Bingus

The first Bingus contract was made simply as a 
meme token deployed by a hobbyist programmer. 
Despite quickly gaining a small following, it 
emerged that there was a fatal flaw in the contract 
— new tokens could be minted at will. 

Having the ability to mint tokens in a contract 
(without an advanced way of controlling it) is 
incredibly dangerous for a token’s longevity, as 
it means the contract creator can generate new 
tokens out of thin air and render everyones’ 
holdings worthless. When this mint function was 
discovered, even though never used nor intended, 
the investment was too unsafe and so all holders 
were advised to sell. 

A few of the earliest investors in Bingus 1.0 held on to their holdings of Bingus token so that 
others could exit and recoup all or some of their initial investment. These same individuals 
decided they wanted to start again, and so they launched Bingus 2.0.

” We believe it’s time to harness the power of 
crypto to help voiceless animals who cannot 

take care of themselves.”
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Bingus 2.0 grew and grew, at its peak reaching a $24 Million dollar market cap. Bingus 
caught the attention of online influencers and celebrities alike who saw the potential of the 
project. As time went on and the project matured and as more people joined the team and 
community, it became clear that much more could be done to help animals globally. 

The concept and future aims of Bingus have changed 
to the point where the current contract can no longer 
meet our expanding goals. Therefore, Bingus had 
to migrate to a new contract. This decision was 
not taken lightly. There were many positives 
for migration despite the additional effort and 
confusion it may have caused amongst the many 
thousands of holders. These reasons are detailed 
within this whitepaper.

Bingus has an interesting history. With the launch of 
Bingus Network, this is the third formal token launch 
in 2021 — each a necessary contract migration of the previous. 

Bingus has achieved some really amazing things so far in its existence. Let us first recap 
what was achieved since the launch of Bingus 2.0.

” As time went on, the project matured. As more people 
joined the team and community, it became clear that 
much more could be done to help animals globally. ”
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Continues on the next page

Accomplishments to date

March 31

April 2

Website launch
Relaunch with Community Funds
Liquidity locked on Pancakeswap v1 for 1 year

April 5 First donation to animal shelter

April 8 First >$1k donation

April 11 First >$3k donation

April 23 First >$10k single event donation

Coingecko listing
Full listing on Apeswap.com DEX

Blowfish Lottery - Billion Bingus Giveaway

Dogira - Partnership

Rocky Kanaka - Feature Youtube Video

Centralized exchange listing on HotBit

Apeswap.finance - Staking Pool
Stake GNANA to earn BINGUS

Takodefi.com - Partnership
BNB-BINGUS Ape LP Farm

Takodefi.com - New farm
TAKO-BINGUS Ape LP Farm

Complete website redesign
With assistance from BogTools Team

Audit with DessertSwapApril 12

Coinmarketcap listingApril 27

April 28

May 3

May 6

May 11

May 16

May 19

Takodefi.com - Bingus Bermuda Staking PoolMay 22

May 3

May 4

May 10

May 17

Feature Soundcloud track from bbno$April 12 & 29

Neural Pepe Charity AuctionMay 12

$20k raised by Dogira on Bingus behalf
Assigned to shelter & rescue donations

May 16
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Full listing on Snowgecoin.com DEX 

Centralized exchange listing on Probit

Custom staking platform developed by Lat_0x

May 25

May 27

May 27

Merch Store Launched with Bingus OfficialMay 29

First 2.5bn staking airdrop milestoneJune 3

NFT auction with Dogira on RaribleJune 3

Bingus $1k giveaway competition to promote NFTsJune 4

6 days of giveaways for NFT promotionJune 5

Announcement regarding decision to migrate contractsJune 8

The dev team decide to test novel tokenomics features June 12

Olympus was formulated as an official Bingus sideJune 15

Final announcements made for preparations of v3June 20

The new name Bingus Network was announced June 21

Apeswap pull their liquidity in preparation for snapshotJune 24

Olympus launches and the tokenomics prove successfulJune 27

Final airdrop to stakers. Just under 10bn in total rewardsJune 28

New contract developer Lat_0x is officially onboardedJuly 2

Snapshot taken of Bingus v2 and liquidity drainedJuly 14

Money raised for shelter and rescue donations 
(80k+ to date) with more ready to donate

Ongoing

Beginning of regular game night sessions with 
community

June 10

After many meetings and consultations with talented
solidity developers, Bingus Network relaunched onto  
a sophisticated and unique smart contract with lots
of flexibility for project longeivity and effectiveness.

August
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Bingus, to date, has been an exciting experience. Bingus 2.0 saw an all time high peak of $24 
million market cap. However, the infamous month of FUD, May 2021, detracted from some 
of our more major events and accomplishments. During this gradual decline in interest for 
small-cap crypto currencies, we suffered a bleed in price, highlighting prominent issues 
within our existing smart contract around liquidity and for raising capital for charity and 
marketing potential. On a brighter note, however, it also resulted in an exceptionally strong 
community rising up to support the cause.

In the doldrums of crypto summer, the core Bingus team took decisive action and 
redesigned the future of Bingus. The ultimate conclusion was simply that our existing 
contract could no longer carry us where we wanted to go.

Bingus 2.0 migrated to a new smart contract in August 2021. To better capture what Bingus 
now stands for, we have formally rebranded to the “Bingus Network”. We feel that this new 
title captures our core values whilst also representing our utility offering — though we still 
happily claim the labelling of just “Bingus”.
• “Bingus” keeps our origins and meme stance alive. We also have put considerable effort 

into having Bingus be synonymous with animal charity, with lots of success.
• ”Network” draws attention to our global community as well as the utility platform that is 

under development for any animal shelter/rescue.

The future of Bingus

To better capture what 
Bingus stands for, we have 
formally rebranded to the 
”Bingus Network”.
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Why did Bingus relaunch 
with a new contract?
This is a curated list of reasons why we believe relaunching Bingus was a good idea.

Bingus 2.0’s liquidity was locked using DXsale into 
Pancakeswap v1 for a year. Pancakeswap cannot move 
the liquidity to v2 on our behalf, and neither can we. 
DXsale also has no migration feature. This means that 
Bingus 2.0 is stuck with liquidity in v1 for a year.

As we all regularly observed, many people purchased 
Bingus 2.0 through the PCS v2 interface, where there 
is a grand total of 0.643 BNB liquidity (at time of 
writing). Ultimately, purchases through v2 completely ruin the investor through 
terrible and unavoidable slippage, and there is very little we can do about this 
as we would need more community liquidity to be spread across Apeswap and 
Pancakeswap v2, further splitting our liquidity. This is not to mention that CMC, 
CG and TW all track prices using PCSv2.

To add to this, the new investor must navigate through 
a scary-looking warning before buying through their 
trusted Pancakeswap DEX. This likely puts off many new 
investors who do not fully understand the nuances of 
Pancakeswap as a whole, adding further barriers to entry 
for newer investors (largely our target audience).

Relaunching Bingus enabled us to consolidate our 
liquidity to a single location, whereby we can have 
complete control over it in our new tokenomics strategy. 
We can also harness the latest in DeFi utility 
developments from projects such as Olympus lockers.

Locked liquidity in PcsV1
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Bingus 2.0 has 3% taxes, considerably lower than most tokens on BSC making it easier 
to swing Bingus 2.0, especially for early whales. Whilst we are not against freedom to 
trade, our lack of inbuilt auto-liquidity or ability to raise charity funds without selling the 
token at potentially inopportune moments meant that maintaining  the price was always 
difficult.

Whilst these tokenomics were ok, we relied too heavily on community fundraising for 
marketing purposes, and had to manually sell the charity wallet to raise capital, even during 
a downtrend. Both these actions punished attentive investors and the token price as a 
whole. The net result of these tokenomics was a significant dependency on early investors 
to fund marketing for new investors. This ultimately resulted in a reduced ability to generate 
new capital for campaigns since May, the same time we realised we needed a new contract.

The Bingus 2.0 smart contract is very simplistic and cannot be changed.
For the future of Bingus moving towards a utility based token for animal shelters, we need 
greater functionality and utility for the token. This functionality should serve both the 
investor and our charities. 

Over July and August 2021, we have discussed how we might adapt to have animal shelter 
utility on Bingus 2.0, and the overwhelming realisation was either (i) we needed a new token 
to accompany Bingus 2.0, or (ii) a full project relaunch was needed.

We had intended this decision to wait until later in the year, however, the weak market 
conditions and lack of flexibility have resulted in bringing these plans forward. Of late, we 
have tested various ideas on different contracts to see which features work and which do 
not. Bingus officially joined forces with Bogged Finance and Gabecoin to launch the Olympus 
Token that had aggressive and revolutionary tokenomics. One of which was a test case for 
Bingus Network. Since the reasonable success of Olympus tokenomics, we are now adapting 
this contract to our needs with more bespoke features surrounding staking rewards and 
charity fundraising. We never desired the same tokenomics for Bingus Network, favouring a 
lower tax rate.

Bingus 2.0 tax tokenomics were fixed:
• 1% donation to charity wallet
• 1% reflected to all holders
• 1% burned 

Unsuited tokenomics of Bingus 2.0
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Success stories

Aaron from The Real Bark, Los Angeles

“We’re a fully volunteer run organization in Los 
Angeles and rely entirely on donations to do our 
work, so what bingus has done for us is seriously 
HUGE.

We take on some pretty serious project cases that 
often get overlooked because of the time and 
medical costs involved, so receiving funding like this 
allows us to rescue even more animals.”

The Real Bark, Los Angeles

Details about donations and any stories from 
Twitter @bingus_network

”Our current major project is this wee guy named 
Captain [pictured]. He was reported to us after 
suffering severe injuries and abuse from his previous 
owner using him as a punching bag. His front left leg 
will likely go and he has a lot of rehab ahead of him. 
We are @therealbark on Instagram if anyone wants 
to watch the progress - he’s already in a much better 
place!

Thanks to all of you though, his little face will be 
happy soon!”
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Tokenomics

Bingus Network

Key Features:
• Flexible smart-taxation means we can modify the individual taxes depending on the needs 

of the project. The maximum tax programmable is 15% total. We strive for less. 
• Tax free wallet-to-wallet transactions. Pay tax only on buys and sells.
• Controlled auto-liquidity means we can remove it should it become too large. Removed 

liquidity would be used in monthly manual burn events.
• Liquidity provider staking opportunities depending on the needs of the project.
• Solo staking opportunities for investors to assist charities in earning a passive income.
• Taxes converted to BUSD at point-of-sale, no extra sales pressure in order to raise capital.

Beware of Floppa. When Floppa is enraged, he doubles the sales tax. To help fight floppa, 
Bingus halves the buy tax to encourage new Binguses to join the plight.

$BINGUS - Tokenomics

Total Supply: 100 million
Total Tax: 8%*

3% staking rewards as BUSD
3% controlled auto-liquidity as BNB and BINGUS
1% for marketing and development in BUSD
1% to charity in BUSD

*As Bingus Network has flexible smart-taxation, 8% is only representative of the launch tokenomics. We 

have a higher auto-liquidity and staking rewards to start with as we require more liquidity at launch. We are 

aiming for a total taxation of 6%.
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Distribution:
With the launch of Bingus Network, we have offered holders of Bingus 2.0 the opportunity 
to claim the new token based on their previous holdings. Therefore, we have the distribution 
available to those holders, we additionally reserve some $BINGUS for any disputes.  

Of the 100,000,000 BINGUS supply:
74,043,708   74.0 %  is made available for Bingus 2.0 holders to claim..
20,707,403    20.7 %  is held in reserve for any disputes
3,140,000         3.1 %  is paired with the BNB removed at snapshot in Apeswap Liquidity
2,108,889         2.1%       is held by the project for promotions, competitions, CEX/DEX listings etc.

Unclaimed allocation or unused disputes shall be returned to the project. The use of which 
shall be decided by the community (burn, staking, CEX, DEX etc.)

Summary:
Bingus Network’s tokenomics allows selected charities to be paid passively in BUSD for 
periods of time, based on the volume of the token being traded; the first of its kind on BSC.

BINGUS has fees for auto-liquidity, marketing, development and of course, charity. We also 
offer intelligent staking based upon the current needs of the project and our liquidity status.

All of these fees are completely flexible. This means we can change the % of each individual 
element as the community sees fit, though we desire to keep taxes as low as possible.
For safety, the maximum total tax obtainable from these taxes is 15%.

Reduction in supply:
We have elected to change the supply to only 100,000,000 (100 million) from 
1,000,000,000,000 (1 trillion) for a few reasons, though mainly for practicality purposes. Whilst 
it is nice to own over a billion of something, the large number of zeros does not translate well 
into real world usage without having to use scientific notation.

The price of the token compared to its market-cap will be far easier to visualise. For example:

   $      1,000,000  MCAP   =   $0.01 PER BINGUS
   $   10,000,000  MCAP   =   $0.10 PER BINGUS
   $ 100,000,000 MCAP   =   $1.00 PER BINGUS

Tokenomics Breakdown
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Beware of Floppa
When Floppa is enraged, he doubles the sales tax. To help 
fight floppa, Bingus halves the buy tax to encourage new 
Binguses to join the plight.
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Bingus Network Tokenomics Features

No Wallet-to-Wallet transaction fees
A heavily requested feature has been built into the new contract. Any transfers between 
wallets will no longer incur the tax. After all, you already paid the tax when you bought it in the 
first place. 

As well as allowing our users to move their tokens around various wallets, this helps us 
immensely when it comes to exchanges and other decentralized apps.

 In the future, this will allow us to use BINGUS as a token for things like games, NFTs and other 
tools. Not to mention adding your tokens to staking, liquidity and sending to friends. 
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Liquidity
Bingus Network has a fully controllable auto-liquidity feature built into the contract. A 
percentage of each transaction is sent to liquidity, this allows Bingus Network to scale with 
each transaction. 

Liquidity can be a drawback of many tokens when it comes to price action. When it is too low, 
buys and sells impact the price far too much. When it is too high, the token struggles to rise. 
Therefore, all LP tokens generated by the auto-liquidity feature remain unlocked.

If the current liquidity percentage is too high, we will simply unpair some of the liquidity 
tokens generated. The BINGUS tokens pulled will accrue for monthly events.

Trust is an important element for substantial unlocked liquidity (note that launch liquidity 
will be locked using Olympus lockers). At Bingus Finance, we have proven time and time again 
that we are to be trusted and take the development of the token incredibly seriously. We are 
registered as an LLC in the state of New York and would face significant legal (and social) 
repercussions for inappropriate usage. The founder of Bingus and owner of Bingus Finance 
LLC, Mike Cerisano, is entirely doxxed and regarded within BSC as a man of integrity.  Come 
speak with him and ask about him in the Telegram channel.
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Staking & Passive income for charities
By far the most exciting feature of our new tokenomics is having the ability to let shelters 
and animal charities receive passive income from our trading volume. In addition, users who 
solo-stake or add liquidity will receive a share of generated reflections whilst supporting their 
charity of choice. 

Passive income for charities
A new objective of Bingus Network is 
to offer the chance for animal shelters, 
rescues and charities to earn a passive 
income for a period of time.

Each month, a handful of charities shall 
be selected to earn BUSD from the 
staking rewards. Additionally, investors 
can solo-stake or LP stake their
 BINGUS and add weight to the charity 
of their choosing, they will then split 
additional staking with the charity of 
choice.

Staking
BINGUS staking is not directly built into the contract. This allows significant flexibility for 
staking opportunities, letting Bingus Network keep up-to-date with the latest trends in BSC.
BUSD rewards from the token taxation are sent to a contract address for stakers, this can be 
either a wallet to allow it to accrue, or to a smart contract for more creative mechanisms. For 
example, we will have a locked-staking income stream whereby you will be required to leave 
your BINGUS within staking for a minimum period of time to access the rewards.

At launch of Bingus Network, we will send BUSD rewards to those who provide Apeswap 
liquidity.  Afterwards, we will open up solo-staking opportunities and charity rewards.
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Project & Charity Wallets
The funds generated by Bingus Network tokenomics are entirely in BUSD. This includes all 
funds that are sent to the Project wallet for marketing and other project related expenses, as 
well as the staking opportunities, and the charity wallets.

As BINGUS is purchased or sold over Apeswap, the percentage for each taxation system is sold 
back into BUSD and sent to the target contract address (staking, marketing, and charity). Note 
that for liquidity, only 50% of the taxed amount is sold for BNB and paired. 

The charity wallet is in the sole control of Mike Cerisano and Bingus Finance LLC. The 
marketing funds are also in control of a select few very trusted (and privately doxxed to Mike) 
admins, for more fluidity and less dependency on Mike.  

The charity wallet, naturally, is used exclusively for charitable giving. The marketing wallet 
has far greater flexibility. Take a read of the community section for how members can apply 
for funding their Bingus ideas.
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Burn events
Manual burns are cause for an exciting event. 

Once a month, a considerable portion of the BINGUS accrued from residual claims/disputes 
or from unpairing unnecessary liquidity shall be burned. This is the only burn mechanic in the 
Bingus Network to date; the burn will be considerable. We may also introduce other mechanics 
to reduce the supply of BINGUS through staking, for example, an early redemption fee for 
time-sensitive single staking, or game related purchases.

Manual burns are a live streamed event. 
During this event, there are different types of 
giveaways, where each winner gets  some of 
the available burn pool. 

The competitions for each giveaway are as 
follows with equal rewards for each winner.

1. Competition lottery using Gleam/Sweep 
widget

2. Meme competition that shall be the social 
media image chosen for the burn event

3. Community member of month by verified nomination, admin excluded.
4. Optional extra made available for the event that happens on stream if open/fair. 
 
Guidelines for the burn event:
Ideas for the main event should be assigned to the community leaders. They should design the 
event with a team of community members. Though the event should take the following form.
• 10-mins Welcome chat with core team host
• 10-mins Updates from the Bingus Network
• 20-mins of community AMA questions (pre-submitted)
• Lottery giveaway winner randomly selected, transfer winnings on stream.
• Meme contest announcement (and tweet/insta sent with the image), transfer winnings to 

winner on stream.
• Community member of the month announcement, read out a few selected reasons, DM the 

winner on stream for BSC wallet/transfer if known. 
• Celebrate the burn by starting the community event (tbd)
• This could be like a community video game with someone commentating
• An organized raid to a target streamer etc.
• Live twitch poll on a charity to donate to (giving block so can do in real time)
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Success stories

Angels In Wheelchairs

Angels In Wheelchairs Project started in 2012 after ’Victoria’  [pictured] lost both her 
rear legs in an accident and needed a wheelchair.

Without the money to buy one, the owner Celso decided to handcraft a dog wheelchair 
using the materials donated and plastic tubing.
The idea worked and soon he was taking requests from across the city, and then from 
all over Brazil. 

Almost ten years later, more than 2,000 wheelchairs have been donated nationwide.

Details about donations and any stories from 
Twitter @bingus_network

Angels In Wheelchairs, São Paulo, Brazil
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Blueprint of the new shelter design

New Shelter for Angels In Wheelchairs

Almost at the same time as the wheelchair project, Celso decided to rescue and help other 
dogs in need. What started with Victoria is now the home of 36 dogs, most of them are sickly, 
old and carrying disabilities.

The shelter is placed on a rented house with really low quality infrastructure (floor isn’t 
paved and becomes muddy when it rains and roof had leaks last year) and relies solely on 
donations to feed and treat the dogs and also to help on building maintenance.

With the Bingus Network donation, Angels in Wheelchairs will be able to make a full 
refurbishment of the shelter, giving top class housing for all the 36 dogs and more if needed.

The future is brighter because our next steps are to build a non-profit with full support for 
animals from the whole city as well as an adoption facility.

”It’s a dream coming true and new doors have opened, all thanks to Bingus Network!” 
- Celso Hommer Neto of Angels In Wheelchairs, São Paulo, Brazil
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Bingus Platform

We now assert Bingus Network as a utility token. Not only do we have 
opportunities for animal shelters and Bingus holders to earn a passive 
income from staking the Bingus Network token, we also are building a 
bespoke use-case application for animal shelters for data management.

We are actively developing Bingus Platform that will be a significant quality 
of life boost for animal shelters with the help of blockchain technology. Our 
application is an animal shelter registry for the management, storage and 
tracking of animals and their information. 

It came to Bingus’ attention that each animal shelter/rescue has their own 
bespoke method of storing the data of animals. The sophistication of these 
methods is entirely dependent on the technological skill of the volunteers. 
The alternatives are paid software to manage this, however, with money 
being sparse as it is for a not-for-profit shelter, this is a far from ideal option. 

Continues on the next page

” We are actively developing 
Bingus Platform that will be a 

significant quality of life boost 
for animal shelters.”
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In consultation with different animal shelters that have engaged with Bingus and 
received donations, we have observed a clear opportunity for our technologically savvy 
team to deliver a product, free of charge, easy to use and tailored for purpose.

We have on the Bingus Network team backend developers, frontend developers, 
database developers, expert UI/UX designers, as well as some keen and committed 
shelter representatives. Not to mention the support of a wonderful community.

Over the next few months, Bingus Network will develop a beta version of Bingus 
Platform and team up with our partner shelters to test it out. We will release Bingus 
Platform free of charge to all non-profits. It shall be paid upfront for many years and 
have open source code for all volunteer contributors to assist.

“Shelters and rescues have a very high turnover of animals entering and exiting 
their care, and are often managed by a large team of staff and volunteers that need 
to track the movement of each animal’s unique journey. From intake information 
when they first arrive (perhaps as a stray, or surrendered by their owner), to medical 
history, behavioral notes, daily routines, up to date photos for online listings, and 
eventual adoption details, all of this information needs to be readily accessible to 
anyone on the team” 

- Aaron of The Real Bark, LA, and consultant for Bingus Platform.
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Details about donations and any stories from 
Twitter @bingus_network

“We just rescued 5 street pups from Mexico, one of which had recently been 
hit by a car and was found bleeding out alone one the street. The others are 
puppies on heavy antibiotics, two had intense tic infestation on their ears. 

Our Bingus fund is fully at work on all of these pups. Big thanks to you all”

Aaron from The Real Bark, Los Angeles
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Bingus Network Community

Bingus Network is a community token. The leadership are volunteers who rose through 
the ranks by helping Bingus grow. There are no employees at Bingus, every admin is an 
investor in the project who loves the project and helps the cause.

Community engagement is the pillar of a community token. Without it, the project relies 
too heavily on too few people. Luckily, we have a vast community of keen people and 
a dedicated team of mods and admins already. Fundamentally, anyone can rise to the 
leadership position in Bingus Network. It all starts by being active in the main chat group. 
The majority of the current admin team were not around at the launch of Bingus 2.0.

Consistent performance by community members is rewarded with privileges and 
recognition. Likewise, when a mod or admin is inactive, they should say so and step down. 
This recycling of privileges is critical for a healthy and active, growing community. 

The Bingus Network Community Hub is a place for more serious ideas and more 
‘business-like’ action. The main chat is mainly for fun and hanging out, the Community 
Hub, however, is where actions happen. 

Bingus Network project ideas that are supported by the community will come into 
fruition with a new thread in the Community Hub. Each idea will have a project lead, this 
can be anyone from the community, ideally it would be the person who had the vision for 
the idea in the first place. Admins and moderators will be involved to oversee actions and 
make sure they are appropriate for Bingus Network’s vision as well as to negotiate any 
funding that might be needed, though you will be largely free to operate independently. 

Community Hub

”Community engagement is the pillar of a 
community token. Without it, the project relies too 

heavily on too few people.”
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The project lead should recruit keen Bingus community members to assist with the 
project. This type of action is what will gain recognition from the current administration. 
If demonstrating obvious commitment, you may be invited to become a moderator 
for Bingus Network, and gain access to the moderator chat. Consistent performance 
on projects and in the community among moderators will result in promotion to the 
administration. Administration give input on how the whole project is run. 

In this ecosystem, new members have a transparent route to the top, should they 
desire. This passion should be harboured, encouraged and rewarded.

Structure
Telegram is still our main mode of contact. The journey for a new investor should be:

    Landing page 
This is a group that is frozen so no comments/contributions can be made, here, the user 
will find all the pinned fundamentals of Bingus (website, socials, how to buy, different 
language telegram groups).

    Main Chat.
The main chat is where fun discussions and hype happen. In all the other groups that 
exist, fun/casual discussion should be taken to main..

    The Community Hub
Users are encouraged to un-mute the Community Hub channel, as important projects 
and news shall be posted here. A new thread will be a rare event. It is also a reliable way 
for the team to send important messages to the community. Members can comment on 
the thread and have discussions specifically about the announcement.

    Marketing/Shill Group
This is not invite only, however, electing to come here is electing to participate. Here, 
tasks will be brought by community task leaders for any project that aims to spread the 
word of Bingus Network. Organised raids and shilling actions take place here.

    Community Mod and Admin Chat
Bingus Network moderators have their own chat to ask questions and get information so 
that they can advise people in the main chat. Likewise, the administrators have their own 
chat to discuss sensitive issues and participate in leadership decisions.
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Bingus Network Roadmap

Pre Launch

Post launch

Ongoing objectives

Website update to Bingus Network
White paper release

Coinhunt Promo
Coinsniper Promo

Smart contract complete

Claims website activated for 2 months

Claims portal created

Bog Charts Ads

Shilling Bot

Dextools trending

CoinGecko listing

Coinmarketcap listing

Claim disputes active for 2 months

Community structure embraced

Bingus: The Game

Solo staking implemented

Ongoing charitable promotions

Beta testers of Bingus Platform

Community competitions and ideas

Application for Apsewap BUIDL

Neural Bingus NFTs

Monthly schedule live events

Charity passive income staking

Version 1 of Bingus Platform

Bingus Platform feedback

Charity partnerships with other projects

First LP staking rewards

Reddit posts

LP staking period delay for 1 hour

First donation as Bingus Network

Community organised shilling

TrustWallet listing

AMAs

Launch

Community driven initiatives
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Disclaimer

Bingus

This is the whitepaper for the Bingus Network, a BEP20 token on 
the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) using the ticker $BINGUS

BINGUS converts a percentage of each transaction into Binance 
United States Dollar stable coin (BUSD) for distribution to animal 
charities, shelters and rescues, as well as opportunities for 
investors to earn passively themselves. 

The BUSD is in the sole control of Bingus Finance LLC, a registered 
company in New York State, owned and controlled by Mike Cerisano. 

This whitepaper outlines the original Bingus concept, the history 
through to its evolution to Bingus Network, as well as all the 
specific features of Bingus Network and its intentions as a 
legitimate investment and cause for animal welfare. 

Bingus Network is operated and run by a team of volunteers backed 
by a strong community of engaged investors. 

This whitepaper was created by Jamie, Essy Dave and Mike Cerisano, 
with inputs from the wider Bingus Network administration team. 
Artwork was created by Blu, Cal Weir (calweir.com), and Plumb.  
The smart contract was developed by Lat_0x in consultation with 
Fuwafuwa Dokidoki and JohnTools. The claims portal and contract 
was built by Fuwafuwa Dokidoki. The website was built by Valdo and 
Archimedes Talon. This document was designed by BudgetChimp.

This is not financial advice.


